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Abstract--Aircraft pursuit~vasion e counters in a plane with variable speeds are analysed as a differential 
game. An engagement-dependent coordinate system confers open-loop optimality on the game. Each 
aircraft's optimal motion can be represented by extremel trajectory maps which are independent of role, 
adversary and capture radius. These maps are used in two different ways to construct he feedback 
solution. Some examples are given to illustrate these features. The paper draws on earlier results and 
surveys everal existing papers on the subject. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The scope of air combat studies is wide-ranging---from the influence of initial conditions (role 
selection problem) aircraft performance and weapon system capability (including maneuverability/ 
weapon radius tradeoffs) upon the combat outcome to the development of idealized tactics for 
onboard flight path management. Analyses of combat encounters between two aircraft are complex 
because of the high order and nonlinear nature of aircraft dynamics and variability in modeling 
the termination and criterion functions. A differential game model of the problem follows naturally 
from the total opposition of the adversaries and their capabilities not being widely different. A 
feedback saddle point solution is absolutely essential for each player in a game to take advantage 
of possible nonoptimal play by the opponent. Deterministic formulations with complete and perfect 
information to the participants have produced several useful results. Past analyses of aircraft 
pursuit-evasion have simplified the situation along different lines. 
In the first approach [1 9], combat encounters between aircraft have been studied with the 
aircraft assumed to fly at constant speed with a variety of terminations to reflect weapon system 
characteristics and/or role selection aspects (variants of the Two Car Game of Isaacs). The main 
advantages are a reduced game dimension (three-dimensional) and analytical integration of the 
canonical (retrogressive path) equations. The optimal paths are composed of circular arcs and 
straight line segments. This class of problems exhibits a rich variety of singular surfaces. These are 
constructed without any need to iterate on the terminal parameters. Although several interesting 
and useful results have been obtained, the constant speed assumption is not realistic as modern 
aircraft exhibit large variations in speed and altitude during combat. 
The second approach [10-14] relies on computational techniques to solve the two-point 
boundary value problem for determining the optimal controls at a given initial state. Difficulties 
associated with the construction of discontinuous and exceptional game surfaces have been 
obviated by resorting to a fixed "finite-horizon" miss distance formulation. The state space is 
discretized and the aircraft models implified to keep the computational effort at a practical level 
in obtaining a "near-optimal" solution. 
The third approach uses the energy state models or other forms of order reduction for the 
aircraft. In differential turning chases [15-18] each aircraft is described by its heading and specific 
energy. The relative positions of the aircraft are suppressed to keep the game dimension at three. 
Forced singular-perturbation techniques [19-22] use the time-scale separation inherent in some 
aircraft maneuvers to reduce the order of the problem. An approximate f edback guidance law 
suitable for onboard implementation can be obtained by this approach. These methods are limited 
by the assumptions made in separating the time scales. The domain of validity of the solution can 
be determined by comparison with exact solutions. Considerable scope for future work exists here. 
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Compared to the three-dimensional pursuit~vasion discussed above, variable speed pursuit- 
evasion in a plane [23-27] uses more exact point-mass models for the aircraft and exploits the 
features of the pursuit evasion class of differential games to the fullest extent. The pursuit evasion 
differential games studied here exhibit separate dynamics for the combatants with termination 
defined in terms of their relative position and orientation and with payoff involving capture time. 
This paper presents ome of the highlights of this research as the planar analysis is a necessary 
step towards the ultimate solution of the three-dimensional problem. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the solution in the small of the variable 
speed pursuit ~evasion differential game in terms of the concept of maps of extremal trajectories. 
Section 3 discusses the construction of such maps for realistic aircraft. Section 4 is addressed mainly 
to the feedback solution of the game and the construction of the game surfaces. Section 5 gives 
some examples of Barrier and Dispersal points. The major results can be summed up as the 
applicability of the map of extremal trajectories to an aircraft generally regardless of its role, 
adversary or capture radius and the ability to obtain the feedback solution for different values of 
capture radius and interchange of roles with very little additional effort. 
2. THE CONCEPT OF THE EXTREMAL TRAJECTORY MAP (ETM) 
The motion of the pursuer (P or generally Aircraft 1) and evader (E or generally Aircraft 2) is 
governed for i = p, e or 1, 2 by the equations 
2,= M,  cos fl,, (I) 
?, = M, sin fl, (2 )  
1VI, = A,(M,) H, -  B~(M~) -- C,(M~)e)~, (3) 
l], = f  (M, )w, ,  (4) 
subject to the state-variable constraint on the Mach number M. 
M,~ [M,, M,] (5) 
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Fig. 1. The coordinate system. 
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with the throttle setting H~ and the bank control eJ~ satisfying 
I-I,~ [0, 1] (6) 
~o,c[- i, i]. (7) 
The model is first given in [23], The vector (x,,y~) represents the position of aircraft i in any 
convenient coordinate system in the plane. The heading fli is measured relative to the x-axis. The 
functions f ,  A, &, and C, represent the maximum instantaneous turn rate, the maximum thrust. 
the zero-bank drag and the lift-induced rag respectivley. 
Capture is said to occur when the evader is brought within the circular capture set centred at 
the pursuer with radius R and the line of sight is shrinking. The payoff is the time to capture which 
is minimized (maximized) by the pursuer (evader). 
The coordinate axes are selected to be engagement-dependent with the origin at the pursuer's 
(or evader's) position at capture and the x-axis in the direction of the terminal ine of sight (Fig. 1). 
This leads to a decoupling of the canonical equations (which constitute the differential game 
solution in the small) into two disparate sets (one for each aircraft) confering an open loop 
optimality on both. 
Each aircraft's extremal trajectory map (ETM) is obtained by retro integration of its canonical 
system comprising (1)-(4) and the equation for its speed adjoint PM, 
15M, = cos fli + y,d/3,/dM, - pM i d M~/dM,  (8) 
for different values of the terminal velocity vector (M I, fir)" The remaining terminal conditions are 
zero. The optimal controls 1-I~ and (n~ in (1)-(4), (8) are given by 
Y l i :  1 
o,  = sat{ - fy i / [2 C, (PM, + #i)]} 
rIi = 0 l for (PM, + #) > 0 
o~i = sgn(yi) J 
here ~ is the Kuhn-Tucker  multiplier accounting for (5). 
t for PM, + ~i < 0 (9) 
(lo) 
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Fig. 2. Piecing encounters from ETMs. 
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The identical form of the canonical systems implies that the ETM is essentially independent of 
role, adversary and capture radius. That the same ETM applies for the aircraft in an interception 
role is explicitly shown in [26]. In this case, the evader's role is passive and uses an open loop 
strategy under no information about the pursuer's location. The pursuer uses a feedback strategy 
under advance knowledge of evader's actions. All extremal trajectories that the aircraft may use 
in any time optimal pursuit~vasion interception encounters against any adversary are present in 
its ETM. The ETM thus offers a framework to represent the optimal performance of a combat 
aircraft. 
Given the ETMs of two aircraft, a pair of extremals (one from each map) can be put together 
to yield a candidate pursuit-evasion encounter (Fig. 2). If the distance between the two aircraft 
at termination is R and is shrinking, i.e. 
Mpt cos tiP1 - M¢~ cos fie1 < 0. (11} 
the pursuit~evasion e counter so generated retrogressively is optimal in feedback sense only until 
a singular surface such as the Barrier or a Dispersal surface is met with. The construction of these 
surfaces (the solution in the large) is integral to the feedback solution of the game and the 
verification of the saddle point inequalities. The feedback solution is discussed further later on. 
The ETM concept has been generalized and extended to other payoff functions and thn 
(sector)-shaped capture sets in [24], and to three-dimensional encounters in [28]. 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF A IRCRAFT ETMs 
The general behaviour of the extremals in the ETM can be deduced from the necessary conditions 
coupled with numerical experience with the aircraft model F-4C used earlier [23, 24, 27]. The ETM 
is symmetric with respect o the x-axis with extremals for positive and negative values of fil forming 
mirror images. For fit = O, the extremal is the full-throttle level flight path along the negative 
x-axis.+ For fl/values below ill, where 
[]l = arctan (2CS['M) (12) 
the bank control t,J starts out partial and increases in retrograde time until saturation. Once ¢.,) 
saturates, the throttle may later be switched to zero if the Mach number is above the corner velocity 
M (=0.88 for F-4C) where the instantaneous turn rate attains its maximum. When /3j increases 
beyond fit, the extremals emerge with full bank. All full-bank segments of the extremals are 
generated using trajectory templates (prestored long duration trajectories flown at full bank) [23]. 
For/~l > 90r', the terminal controls are full-bank and zero throttle. In the range 90 ' - I00 '  for ill, 
the throttle may be switched to full and back to zero in retrograde time. If an extremal intersects 
the x-axis with PM > 0, ~O switches sign according to (10). I f  however, PM < 0 as the extremal 
approaches the x-axis, then (9) holds and e; changes sign gradually. This happens for M t < 1~. 
Since the Hamiltonian is linear in H, intermediate values of FI are singular controls. For 
F-4C, partial thrust and zero bank arcs are optimal only at the upper speed bound (/VI = 1.6), 
Partial-thrust full-bank singular arcs are not encountered in the computations. 
An example ETM for M/= 1.3 at an altitude of 6.1 km is reproduced from [23] as Fig. 3. The 
values of fll are marked along the extremals. The throttle switching and bank saturation curves 
are also shown. An alternative representation of ETM as a set of extremals for fixed initial M, 
and time-to-go r (= t l -  to) is used in [27]. 
Suboptimal approximations to the extremals are generally considered for analysing the effect of 
suboptimal play or to reduce computations without significantly affecting the performance. Figure 
4 (reproduced from [24]) shows the ETM for F-4C flying at the same altitude of 6.1 km but at a 
fixed speed of M = 0.8. The minimum turn radius of the aircraft here is 1.468 km. This was 
constructed to study the effect of such a constraint. The same reference shows the ETM for the 
same aircraft with three-level bank control (~o = + I, 0, - 1 only) as a reasonable approximation 
to the true ETM. 
?The subscript i is dropped on ETM variables in this section. 
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Fig. 3. ETM for constant altitude pursuit-evasion. Altitude = 6.1 kin. fll is marked along the curves. 
Reference [27] presents everal insights and approximations applicable in the construction of 
extremals to meet certain speed change, turn angle, and time-to-go requirements for a given initial 
speed M0. In particular, for extremals with time-to-go ver 20 s, zero-throttle arc segments are small 
and can be safely ignored. Since extremals with turn angle much more than 180 <~ are found to go 
beyond Dispersal surfaces in the feedback solution of the game, extremals lasting longer than 20 s 
necessarily have partial bank segments and end up with fir < fit. As the duration of the extremal 
increases, the terminal heading/3 I tends to zero and the terminal Mach number M/increases to/Vl. 
Once M t reaches 1VI, the extremals consist of an initial accelerating turn to lql followed by a cruise 
arc comprising a very short duration circular arc and a straight dash both at 1VI. The possibility 
of approximating intermediate-duration extremals (which do not exhibit cruise arcs) by separating 
them into turning and accelerating phases are also explored in depth. The long duration extremals 
with cruise arcs are characterized by a single parameter, the heading change on the cruise arc. 
l 
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Fig. 4. ETM for constant speed aircraft model. 
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4. THE FEEDBACK SOLUTION 
It is seen that the ETM of an aircraft is a collection of all possible time-optimal paths that the 
aircraft may use in any pursuit-evasion-interception encounter against an adversary. However, any 
given pair of extremals, taken one each from the ETMs of two adversaries, need not lead to an 
optimal encounter in a saddle point sense. First, the reachability condition on the relative velocity 
at termination (11) may not be met. A reversal of the inequality (l I) indicates nonusability of the 
termination. If, however, (l l) is satisfied as an equality, putting together of the two extremals 
generates a path on the Barrier. The Barrier is a singular surface on which the normality condition 
is not met. Depending upon whether it is open/closed, it separates the relative evader positions 
corresponding to easy and more involved/impossible capture. Secondly, even if the reachability 
condition is met, the game trajectory in the reduced space generated by the extremals is optimal 
only until a Dispersal surface for one of the aircraft is encountered. Beyond the Dispersal surface, 
this aircraft will have a better extremal to use. The construction of the Barrier and Dispersal 
surfaces is thus inherent to the feedback solution. 
Apart from the Barrier and Dispersal surfaces, the feedback solution must present he control 
switching surfaces carving the Capture zone into regions within which the control strategies are 
constant. Corresponding to the bank control which varies continuously over certain portions of 
the extremals, constant control-value surfaces need to be mapped. Since all these surfaces are in 
a reduced state space of dimension five or four (the latter case when one of the aircraft flies at a 
fixed speed), they can only be pictured by cross sectioning. They are sectioned by keeping constant 
the initial Mach numbers of the pursuer and evader (Mp,,, Me0) and their initial relative heading 
The cross sections for various sets of section parameters (Mp0 , M%, fl0) are plotted as curves relative 
to the pursuer in the plane of the encounter. 
In the direct iteration method, it is first noted that points on the switching surface of an aircraft 
are parametrized by the values of that aircraft's fl/. An iterative search on the remaining terminal 
parameters i carried out to satisfy the conditions characterizing the surface and the parameters 
Mp0, Me°, fl0 Of the section. Once the search is completed, the relative position coordinates are used 
to map the point on the section. This is explained in [23, 25]. 
For instance, the bank switching surface of the pursuer corresponds to the x-axis in its ETM. 
Its (My0, M%, I30) section is constructed as follows. For a given value of tip/, a value of Mp/is searched 
in its ETM such that Mp becomes Mp0 at some retrograde time z0, when the extremal cuts the x-axis. 
The evader's terminal velocity vector is then searched such that (11) is met and at the same ~0, 
the Me, ,, flo conditions are met on the corresponding extremal. Thus, construction of aircraft 
switching surfaces requires one-dimensional searches in own aircraft's ETM and corresponding 
two-dimensional searches in the opponent's ETM. 
Constant bank-level surfaces are constructed similarly. In the case of Barrier sections, the 
condition for the boundary of the usable part [given by (11) with an equality sign] relates [t~ in 
terms of [4p. A two-dimensional search on Mp,, Ms, is needed to match the initial speeds at the 
retrograde time when fl0 value is met. 
Once the required iterative searches parametrized by fit values are completed, the relative position 
coordinates are calculated for the assumed roles and capture radius R. Since this is a direct 
calculation based on the ETM coordinates, parametric studies for different values of R and 
interchange of roles need very little additional effort. The implications of this on aircraft design 
and weapon radius tradeoff are obvious. 
An alternative to the direct iteration method of constructing the feedback solution is to locate 
the Barrier, Dispersal and constant-level points on the (Mp0, M%, fl0) cross sections of the isochrones 
(constant optimal-time loci) for different times-to-go. A control-level surface links the points on 
the isochrones at which the controls take on a specified value. Dispersal points are located at the 
intersections of different branches of the same isochrone. Where the isochrone cross sections are 
not closed, their end points are on a Barrier cross section. The construction of the isochrone 
sections for different (Mp,,, Me,,, []~) values leads to a mapping of the game surfaces. This method 
has been elucidated in [26, 27]. 
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Fig. 5. Construction of a point on an isochrone. 
Figure 5(a) and (b) shows the pursuer and evader ETMs in which all the extremals are generated 
for the same time-to-go and fixed initial Mach numbers Mp0, Me0 with tips, flc~ as parameters. The 
isochrone section being constructed has fl0 also specified in addition to Mp,,, Mo,. For any pair of 
headings floy, fieF, the terminal Mpl, Met have already been searched to match the starting Mr, ,, Mc<. 
For matching the/7o value, tip1 is considered fixed and flc~ is searched in the evader's ETM. Figure 
5(c) shoWs the construction of a point on the isochrone section. Searching in the evader's ETM 
is unnecessary in the interception problem since the target's turn angle over the engagement time 
is independent of its terminal heading and is known in advance [26]. 
5. SOME EXAMPLES 
References [23-27] present a variety of examples of pursuit-evasion-interception encounters 
between two aircraft and map the Barriers and Dispersal points for the game. The aircraft models 
are taken as that of F-4C at an altitude of 6.1 km and capture radius R as 316m corresponding 
to engagement with guns. In particular, Barrier sections for the four-dimensional game in which 
one of the aircraft is constrained to fly at a sustained speed of M = 0.8 are given in [25]. The case 
of both aircraft varying their speeds is considered in [23]. The isochrone method is exploited in 
[26, 27]. The former considers the interception problem while the latter the pursuit~evasion problem 
also. 
Figure 6 reproduces the Barrier sections for an initially face-to-face encounter (/% = +_ 180) in 
which it is the pursuer that uses a sustained speed of M = 0.8. The evader's initial Mach number 
is marked on the sections. The corners in each of the sections indicate the Dispersal points. The 
sections are closed for the obvious reason that if the evader is sufficiently far away, he can speed 
up to Mach 0.8, and then out-turn and out-dash the pursuer. Points on the head-on (upper) 
dispersal curve result in left-right mirror-symmetric trajectories for the evader. There are two other 
Dispersal curves on the sides. For points on these curves, the evader has a choice between two 
different rajectories to either out-turn or out-dash the pursuer. The latter type of Dispersal curves 
merge with the symmetric dispersal curve and disappear once the evader Mach number exceeds 
0.7. The area of the Barrier sections decreases as the evader's initial speed increases. This trend 
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1KM 
Fig.  8. Variable speed pursuit vs sustained speed evasion Barrier sections (face-to-face case).  
reverses somewhat when increase in evader's speed capability is counterbalanced by his reduced 
turn rate. 
Figure 7 compares the Barrier sections for different values of capture radius (R = 316 and 
632m). Figure 8 represents the Barrier sections for initially face-to-face encounters with the 
reversed roles. The evader flies at a sustained speed of M = 0.8. The pursuer's initial Mach number 
is marked across the sections. The Barrier tears and opens up for pursuer speeds above M = 0.7. 
Clearly, there is no escape zone for the evader in this case. For pursuer initial speeds smaller than 
M = 0.7, relatively small regions of relative evader positions only result in easy capture. The evader 
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initial speeds. Figures 7 and 8 are produced from the same iterative searches required for drawing 
Fig. 6. 
Barrier sections for the case when both (identical) aircraft vary their speeds [23] do not show 
the ice-cream cone shaped bulges of Fig. 6 or the open shaped Barrier of Fig. 8. The Dispersal 
points are also of the symmetric type only. These phenomena occur only when one of aircraft plays 
suboptimally by restraining its speed at a fixed value. 
An isochrone section for pursuit-evasion is reproduced from [27]. The initial speeds of the 
pursuer and evader are M = 1.2 and 0.9 respectively. The capture radius is 316 m. The time-to-go 
is 50 s and the aircraft are initially face-to-face. The symmetric Dispersal point is depicted at D 
and the left and right Barrier points at B, B'. From D to B, the pursuer's turn angle increases, 
and its terminal speed Mtand distance traversed fall; the reverse is true for the evader. The distance 
traversed by both aircraft is approximately the same at C, which is the point nearest to the pursuer 
on the locus. The encounters starting from C~ and C are symmetric in that the turn angles of the 
pursuer and evader at C~ are almost the opposite to those at C. At C~, the encounter terminates 
at a position beyond the evader's initial position (increasing y). The distance traversed by the 
pursuer decreases and that by the evader increases in the direction CECC2. For capture in the same 
time, the evader must, therefore, start closer to the pursuer and the points on the segment C~C 
are in fact nearer to P. At C, the encounter terminates behind the pursuer's initial position. For 
capture in the same time, the points to the left of C must be farther away from P than C, which 
explains the kink in the isochrone at C. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
The ETM is a convenient concept for an aircraft to represent its pursuit-evasion-interception 
capability against any adversary. Approximations to the extremals can be studied to explore 
the effect of suboptimal play and/or to reduce computations without significantly affecting the 
performance. Since a range of parametric studies with different values of weapon radius and 
reversal of roles can be carried out with ease using ETMs, it has potential for exploitation in design 
studies to evaluate different aircraft configurations and weapon systems against a specific threat 
aircraft. 
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